The dynamics of the interfacial reactions of O( 3 P) with the hydrocarbon liquids squalane (C 30 H 62 , 2,6,10,15,19,23-hexamethyltetracosane) and squalene (C 30 H 50 , trans-2,6,10,15,19,23-hexamethyltetracosa-2,6,10,14,18,22-hexaene) have been studied experimentally. Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) was used to detect the nascent gas-phase OH products. The O( 3 P) atoms are acutely sensitive to the chemical differences of the squalane and squalene surfaces. The larger exothermicity of abstraction from allylic C-H sites in squalene is reflected in markedly hotter OH rotational and vibrational distributions. There is a more modest increase in translational energy release. A larger fraction of the available energy is deposited in the liquid for squalene than for squalane, consistent with a more extensive geometry change on formation of the allylic radical co-product. Although the dominant reaction mechanism is direct, impulsive scattering, there is some evidence for OH being accommodated at both liquid surfaces, resulting in thermalised translation and rotational distributions. Despite the H-abstraction reaction being strongly favoured energetically for squalene, the yield of OH is substantially lower than for squalane. This is very likely due to competitive addition of O( 3 P) to the unsaturated sites in squalene, implying that double bonds are extensively exposed at the liquid surface.
Introduction
Chemical processes at gas-liquid interfaces have received increasing attention in recent years. The first dynamical studies on collisions of gas-phase species with liquid surfaces were conducted by Nathanson and co-workers in the early 1990s. [1] [2] [3] [4] The products of molecular-beam scattering were detected mass spectrometrically. Two separate distributions with different translational energies were commonly observed. It was consequently proposed that the scattering mechanism could be divided into two limiting processes. In an impulsive scattering (IS) mechanism, the incoming projectile undergoes one, or at most a few, collisions and returns directly into the gas phase with relatively high translational energy. In a thermal desorption (TD) event, the projectile interacts with the surface in multiple encounters and becomes thermalised, resulting in slower-moving products following a MaxwellBoltzmann distribution of speeds. Experimental studies with spectroscopic detection [5] [6] [7] [8] have shown that scattered TD products also accommodate their rotational, but not vibrational, energy with the surface. The validity of this empirical binary division between IS and TD has later been questioned in theoretical studies, which have found intermediate types of trajectories with partial accommodation of the scattered products. [9] [10] [11] [12] Despite this, the ''IS vs. TD'' model has generally been found to effectively characterise many gas-liquid scattering processes. A considerable amount of experimental work has now been directed at interfacial scattering dynamics on surfaces such as polymers, liquid hydrocarbons and self-assembled monolayers. 13 However, the majority of these studies have focused on scattering of nonreactive gas-phase species. Reactive scattering processes have been less extensively investigated. Aside from work on H-D exchange in the DCl-salty glycerol 14, 15 and HCl(Br)-D 2 SO 4 systems, 16 most of the existing studies have been on reactions with the partially branched hydrocarbon squalane (C 30 H 62 , 2,6,10,15,19,23-hexamethyltetracosane). Examples include the reactions with F, 17, 18 Cl, 19 O( 1 D), 20 and O( 3 P). [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] Of these, the O( 3 P) + squalane reaction is the most thoroughly characterised.
The reaction produces OH radicals by abstraction of a hydrogen atom. Experimental studies by Minton and co-workers [21] [22] [23] employed mass-spectrometric detection to obtain the speed and angular distributions of the OH products. Their method also allowed detection of the inelastically scattered reactant O( 3 P) atoms, and of the secondary product H 2 O. All of these species exhibited two translational-energy distributions, in different proportions, that could be identified with IS and TD channels. We and earlier co-workers [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] have adopted a complementary approach, detecting the internal-state distributions of the OH products by laser-induced fluorescence (LIF), with partial translational-energy resolution. A positive correlation between OH translational and rotational energy was found. Only the slower OH had a rotational temperature that was affected by the bulk temperature of the liquid. These observations indicate that there was some combined rotational and translational accommodation of OH products with the surface. The well-characterised nature of the interfacial reaction of O( 3 P) with squalane allows it to be used as a benchmark against which to compare other hydrocarbon liquids. This has been exploited in subsequent work by our group on O( 3 P) reactions with other branched and linear liquid hydrocarbons, 30 selfassembled monolayers 31, 32 and ionic liquids. [33] [34] [35] In the present paper we pursue the same approach but increase the complexity of the system by introducing functional groups that will give rise to intrinsically different reaction dynamics. Specifically, we investigate here the reaction of O( 3 P) with squalane's unsaturated counterpart, squalene (C 30 H 50 , trans-2,6,10,15,19,23-hexamethyltetracosa-2,6,10,14,18,22-hexaene). The molecular structures of both liquids are shown in Fig. 1 .
Squalene has the same basic structure as squalane, but six unsaturated sites are present along the backbone. The C(sp 3 )-H bonds are of two types, primary and secondary, but they are all allylic in character and in consequence have significantly lower bond energies than their equivalents in squalane. The H-abstraction reaction at these bonds is more exothermic and has a lower activation energy: the enthalpies of abstraction from allylic sites are typically between À56 and À86 kJ mol À1 , while abstraction reactions from saturated hydrocarbons have values of D r H between À7 and À43 kJ mol À1 , depending on the type of H abstracted. 36 Abstraction of C(sp 2 )-H from squalene is energetically disfavoured. The contrasting energetics of the abstraction reactions from C(sp 3 )-H sites in squalane and squalene are illustrated schematically in Fig. 2 . We shall discount below the primary C-H bonds in squalane as a source of a significant yield of OH. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , their much higher measured activation energies suggest that they will be proportionately much less reactive than the weaker secondary or tertiary bonds with O( 3 P) atoms produced by 355 nm photolysis of NO 2 . 37 This is confirmed by direct experimental observations on smaller alkanes in the gas phase 37 and on isotopically labelled alkylthiolate self-assembled monolayers.
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As well as the difference in energetics of the abstraction reaction, the double bonds provide an extra loss channel for O( 3 P) atoms. Addition to unsaturated alkene sites does not lead to significant OH production. 38 The mechanism and product branching of the addition reaction has been extensively investigated in the gas phase for small alkenes. [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] In substituted alkenes, both the H-abstraction and addition channels contribute. Previous studies have characterised the dynamics of H-abstraction, 46,47 as well as the addition to the unsaturated site 40, [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] and the branching between mechanisms. 54, 55 The abstraction channel is thought to become important at high temperatures 56 and will therefore be relevant in combustion environments.
Here we focus exclusively on the H-abstraction channel. There are no previous dynamical studies of the interfacial H-abstraction reaction by O( 3 P) at the surface of an unsaturated liquid hydrocarbon. Perhaps the closest relevant example is a study by Sibener and co-workers 57 who examined the reaction of O( 3 P) with small alkenes adsorbed on metal and ice surfaces.
However, they did not detect any OH products and focused instead on the addition reaction. The present study aims to explore how the interfacial dynamics of H abstraction are affected when unsaturated sites are present in the liquid hydrocarbon. Previous inelastic scattering experiments using photolytically generated OH have shown that its survival probability is reduced by the presence of unsaturation at the surface. 58, 59 Reactive scattering of O( 3 P) might be expected to show more marked differences between saturated and unsaturated surfaces, in directions which are not easy to predict. The OH yield should be reduced in squalene by the presence of double bonds, but increased by the lower barrier associated with the allylic character of the C-H sites. The competition between these effects will be characterised by the relative OH yield with respect to squalane. In addition, the nascent products from squalene may possess more energy due to the larger exothermicity of the abstraction reaction, but there may also be competing changes in the deposition of energy into the liquid surface. We provide clear answers here to these previously unresolved questions. for (1,1)). Fluorescence was collected by a liquid light guide situated 2 cm above the laser axis and detected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT). Dichroic filters were inserted in front of the PMT to isolate emission on the (1,1) band (when probing on (1,0)) or the (1,0) band (when probing on (1,1)). For calibration purposes, as explained below, thermalised OH spectra were recorded by admitting 0.25 Torr N 2 to the chamber and detecting OH at a photolysis-probe delay of 30 ms. This corresponds to an average of B75 collisions at a typical gas-kinetic collision frequency, easily sufficient to ensure rotational thermalisation.
Results

Appearance profiles
Fixing the probe wavelength on a particular transition and varying the delay between photolysis and probe pulses results in OH appearance profiles. These provide information on the translational energy distribution of the OH products in the selected rotational level. For the profiles presented here, lines in the main Q 1 branch were used. These lines probe population in one lambda doublet of the lower (F 1 ) spin-orbit manifold, but as we show below the rotational distributions are generally well-described by a temperature, or combination of temperatures. There is therefore no special significance to the branch chosen and we simply label the results by the corresponding value of N 0 . Each of the profiles presented here is an average of 22 measurements taken over at least 3 different days to ensure reproducibility. Caution should be exercised when interpreting the shapes of the appearance profiles at photolysis-probe delays longer than B30 ms, as the effects of secondary gas-phase collisions begin to become apparent beyond this delay. 35 Two types of background signals were present in all raw measurements. The first was scattered probe light, present at all delays. The second was a short-lived signal excited by the photolysis pulse (possibly originating from electronically excited NO 2 ), in addition to the prompt scattered photolysis-laser light. These background signals were removed by recording separate profiles in turn with only one of the lasers firing. These ''photolysis-only'' and ''probe-only'' profiles were taken immediately after every set of measurements to minimise drifts in the experimental conditions. They were subtracted from the raw data to leave only the desired OH LIF signals. In addition, when detecting on the (1,0) band, an OH LIF signal was present at early delays, starting promptly at zero photolysis-probe delay and disappearing completely after approximately 4 ms. The intensity of this signal varied between sets of measurements. We infer this OH to be the product of photolysis of an impurity in the NO 2 gas. A likely candidate is HONO, which is known to be formed in presence of H 2 O in the gas-lines or the reaction chamber. 61 LIF excitation spectra recorded at early delays (3 ms) were indeed found to be consistent with the known results for OH n 0 = 0 produced by 355 nm photolysis of HONO. 62 This early signal does not obscure the OH produced by reaction at the surface, as it is only present at delays shorter than the B5 ms onset of the first surface-scattered signals. Nevertheless, it was necessary to exclude the possibility that sufficient of this ''pre-collision'' OH would undergo inelastic scattering at the liquid surface to contribute appreciably to the appearance profiles. To investigate this, profiles were recorded with the unreactive liquid PFPE. The contribution of inelastically scattered OH to the appearance profiles here can be inferred from our own previous measurements of the ratio of inelastically scattered OH signal to the zero-delay signal from HONO photolysis. 58 In those experiments the returning OH signal was naturally substantially smaller than the very large signal at early delays. Furthermore, the yield of inelastically scattered OH was lower for squalane and squalene in comparison with PFPE. In the present study, appearance profiles recorded with PFPE showed only a negligible scattered OH signal. We are therefore confident that all OH detected in our appearance profiles for squalane and squalene results from reaction of O( 3 P) at the surface of the liquid.
For OH n 0 = 0, appearance profiles were recorded on the Q 1 (1), Q 1 (5) and Q 1 (7) lines of the (1,0) band, probing the respective levels N 0 = 1, 5 and 7, as shown in Fig. 3 . (It should be noted for completeness that in the case of Q 1 (1) there is a small contribution from the overlapping R 2 (3) transition, but to avoid over-complication of the notation we simply label this as N 0 = 1). There is a striking difference in the overall yields for the two liquids, with squalane producing much more OH n 0 = 0.
However, this difference becomes smaller as the rotational level is increased. This indicates that the OH n 0 = 0 from squalene is considerably rotationally hotter than that from squalane. In addition, squalene also produces profiles which peak at slightly earlier times. This can be appreciated by carefully comparing the shapes of the two appearance profiles in any single panel of Fig. 3 . It can also be seen in Fig. 3 that appearance profiles peak earlier for higher rotational levels, indicating a positive correlation between the translational and rotational energy of the products. The corresponding measurements for OH n 0 = 1 are shown in Fig. 4 . The slightly negative intensities of some of the profiles at 5 and 6 ms are an artefact resulting from imperfect photolysis background subtraction. The later peak arrival times for the profiles compared to those in Fig. 3 show that OH n 0 = 1 possesses on average less translational energy than OH n 0 = 0.
The un-normalised intensities (not indicated in Fig. 3 or 4) were found to decline more rapidly with increasing N 0 than for n 0 = 0.
This will be confirmed in more detail by the excitation spectra below. It indicates that for both liquids OH n 0 = 1 is less rotationally excited. These trends had been observed previously for squalane, 26 but are reported here for the first time for squalene. Consequently, appearance profiles for n 0 = 1 were recorded only for rotational levels up to N 0 = 5. For this vibrational level the OH yields from both liquids are comparable. From comparison with Fig. 3 it follows that squalene yields a higher proportion of vibrationally excited OH than squalane. Despite being rotationally colder than n 0 = 0, the OH n 0 = 1 from squalene is still substantially hotter than that from squalane, as revealed by the relative gain in yield from squalene with increasing N 0 . Lastly, the differences in translational energy between squalane and squalene are more evident for OH n 0 = 1, with larger shifts between the peak arrival times for the two liquids for a given N 0 .
In contrast to n 0 = 0, there are no clear trends with rotational level in the translational energy of OH n 0 = 1. View Article Online simulation of a thermal desorption (TD) OH distribution, constructed as described in previous work by our group. 25, 26, 28, 29, 32, 35 It is immediately clear from this comparison that all of the profiles correspond to translational energy distributions that are much hotter than a room temperature Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. In Fig. 5 (a) the OH n 0 = 1 profiles for squalane peak substantially later than for n 0 = 0, and for n 0 = 0 higher rotational levels have successively earlier appearance profiles. There is therefore a positive correlation between increasing translational and rotational energy in n 0 = 0, and a substantial decrease in translational energy in n 0 = 1. In contrast, in Fig. 5(b) , the rising edges and peaks of the appearance profiles from squalene in n 0 = 0 and in n 0 = 1 are much more similar, representing smaller differences in the translational energy distributions for the two vibrational levels. Differences with rotational level are more subtle than for squalane, with a weaker tendency to increasing translation in the higher rotational levels for n 0 = 0 and no clear trend for n 0 = 1. Comparison of Fig. 5 (a) and (b) at longer delays shows that the profiles decrease faster and with much less variation for squalene than for squalane. There appears to be less slow moving OH recoiling from the squalene surface than from squalane, and the relative fraction of slow OH produced is less sensitive to product quantum state for squalene.
Excitation spectra
LIF excitation spectra were recorded on the A-X (1,0) and (1,1) bands at photolysis-probe delays corresponding to the rising edge, peak, and tail of the appearance profiles, respectively. These delays were 8, 12 and 20 ms for OH n 0 = 0; and 10, 14 and 22 ms for OH n 0 = 1. As for the appearance profiles, tests were carried out for OH n 0 = 0 to confirm that there was no significant contribution to these spectra from inelastic scattering of background OH produced by photolysis of the contaminant in the precursor. Example spectra (of the R 1 branch) recorded at the peak of the appearance profile are shown in Fig. 6 for both squalane and squalene in n 0 = 0 and n 0 = 1 respectively. Comparison of the n 0 = 0 spectra ( Fig. 6(a)(i) squalane vs. Fig. 6 (b)(i) squalene) immediately shows that there is significantly higher rotational excitation in n 0 = 0 for squalene, consistent with the rotational level dependence of the appearance profiles already discussed. Comparison of n 0 = 0 spectra to n 0 = 1 ( Fig. 6(a) 
shows that the n 0 = 1 rotation is considerably colder than that in n 0 = 0. Closer comparison of Fig. 6(a) (ii) and (b)(ii) suggests that the rotational distribution from squalene in n 0 = 1 is also hotter than that from squalane. The population of each rotational level was extracted by fitting the experimental spectrum to a simulation using the program LIFBASE. 63 Each of the rotational distributions shown here is an average from at least 6 spectra, recorded on different days. Only the main Q 1 and R 1 rotational branches were analysed as they had fewer blended lines for both vibrational bands. The populations within each rotational branch were obtained individually and averaged, resulting in separate distributions for Q 1 and R 1 . Both branches were employed separately in the Boltzmann temperature analysis that follows, but they were averaged together to construct the rotational distributions plotted in Fig. 7 and 8 .
The partially saturating probe fluences used in these experiments could in principle have an effect on the rotational distributions obtained by this analysis. The extent of any saturation effect was tested by recording spectra of OH that had been rotationally thermalised as described in the Experimental section, which were then analysed using LIFBASE, consistent with our previous work. 24 Reassuringly, the population distribution of the thermalised OH within either the R 1 or Q 1 branch was found to be a good fit to a Boltzmann temperature of 303 AE 6 K, indicating that saturation does not substantially alter the result of our population analysis. It was found, however, that the relative intensities between rotational branches did not match those of the simulations. In consequence no attempt has been made to extract fine-structure or L-doublet populations from comparisons between branches. Fig. 7 shows the resulting rotational distributions for the OH reaction product at different times in the appearance profile. The populations have been scaled to match the relative signal intensities of the appearance profiles at each particular delay. These unnormalised data allow direct comparison between squalane and squalene within each vibrational level. However the yields for n 0 = 0 and n 0 = 1 cannot be compared directly, as the detection sensitivities on the (1,0) and (1,1) bands were different. Substantial differences between squalane and squalene are immediately apparent. Most notably, higher rotational levels are relatively more populated for squalene for both OH n 0 = 0 and n 0 = 1. Rotational distributions at early times also tend to be hotter than those at later delays. Fig. 8 is allows a clearer comparison of the OH yields from squalane and squalene, measured at the peaks of their appearance profiles (12 and 14 ms, respectively). The relative squalene:squalane yield, summed over all contributing levels with smooth interpolation of any that are missing due to spectroscopic overlap, is 0.25 AE 0.01 for OH n 0 = 0 and 0.87 AE 0.13 for OH n 0 = 1. The OH n 0 = 1/n 0 = 0 vibrational branching ratio for squalane has previously been measured to be 0.07 AE 0.02 at the peak of the profile. 25 Adopting this value for squalane and using the newly obtained relative OH yields gives a vibrational branching ratio of 0.24 AE 0.08 for squalene at the peak of the appearance profile. This is equivalent to a ''two-point'' vibrational temperature of 3600 AE 800 K, much hotter than the 1900 AE 200 K obtained for squalane. The overall squalene:squalane OH-yield ratio, summed over both OH vibrational levels, is 0.29 AE 0.03. Rotational distributions can often be conveniently characterised by rotational temperatures, obtained by fitting the rotational populations to a Boltzmann distribution. However, many of the 
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rotational distributions presented here do not correspond to a single rotational temperature. OH produced from squalene in particular presents a clearly bimodal rotational distribution. Consequently, the distributions were fitted to a 2-temperature Boltzmann model, as previously applied in other liquid surface scattering experiments. 6, 20, 64 The model assumes contributions from high-and low-temperature components to the population, P(N):
where T 1 is the lower rotational temperature, T 2 is the higher rotational temperature, a is the fraction of the population with a temperature T 1 , J = N + 1/2 for levels in the F 1 spin-orbit manifold probed here, and C is an arbitrary scaling factor.
The data and fits for the rotational distributions at the peak of the appearance profiles are shown in Fig. 9 . The rotational populations of OH produced from squalene are well described by the 2-temperature model with widelyseparated values of T 1 and T 2 . In contrast, this model was overdetermined for OH n 0 = 1 from squalane, which as can be seen in Fig. 9 is well-described by a single temperature. In this case a was fixed to 1 to fit the distribution to a single temperature. Good fits to the data were found for all delays for both squalane and squalene. The resulting temperatures, T 1 and T 2 , and branching fraction a are presented in Table 1 . When comparing delays for the same liquid it should be noted that there are cross-correlations between the parameters, particularly T 2 and a, and therefore the trends are not always well represented by any single parameter. However, it is clear that for both vibrational levels squalene has a substantially lower value of a, i.e. a phenomenologically larger fraction of the rotationally hot component is produced. The combined values of a, T 1 and T 2 also reflect the reduced rotational excitation at later delays for OH n 0 = 0 for both liquids.
The average rotational energy in either n 0 = 0 or 1 separately, and a weighted average over both, was obtained for each liquid. Populations of rotational levels that had not been determined experimentally were estimated by interpolation of the relevant one or two-temperature Boltzmann fit. The average vibrational energy of the products was obtained from the vibrational branching ratios presented above. The results are summarised in Table 2 .
Discussion
At a qualitative level, the answers to the questions we sought to address are now clear. Significant dynamical differences are observed in the interfacial reactions of O( 3 P) with fully and partially saturated liquid hydrocarbons. The unsaturated hydrocarbon produces a lower yield of OH, but one with higher translational, and especially internal, energies. We now consider each of these observations in more detail, beginning with the relative yields of OH. Squalene produces only B1/3 as much OH as squalane. This might naively be interpreted to result from the loss of potentially reactive H atoms on the introduction of six double bonds into the hydrocarbon chain, eliminating all six tertiary sites and replacing six methylenes with unreactive vinyl units. However the ratio of C(sp 3 )-H atoms available for abstraction (44 : 62) in squalene and squalane is still much higher than 1/3. In addition, the reaction is strongly energetically favoured for the C-H sites in squalene due to their allylic character, as noted in the introduction. We have previously shown in the reaction of O( 3 P) with labelled sites in alkylthiol SAMs that the much more modest difference in bond energies between primary and secondary sites has a large effect on their relative reactivities. 31 From this it follows that there must be some other explanation for the reduced OH production in squalene. The most likely candidate is a competitive loss channel for O( 3 P), namely the addition reaction at the unsaturated sites. A necessary condition would be that the double bonds are significantly exposed at the squalene surface. This has indeed been confirmed in our own recent MD simulations, which support the interpretation of experiments on inelastic scattering of OH from squalene. 58, 59 The equivalent loss of the products may also contribute to the reduced yield of OH from the O( 3 P) reaction with squalene, but we do not believe it is the major factor. Admittedly, there are differences in the falling edges of the profiles from squalane and squalene in Fig. 5 , as noted above, consistent with preferential loss of slow-moving OH at the squalene surface. However, the differences in reactive uptake of OH on squalane and squalene are known to be quite modest from our inelastic scattering experiments, 58, 59 and considerably smaller than the observed reduction in OH yield in the O( 3 P) reaction here. Furthermore, there is overwhelming evidence, as noted in the Introduction, that O( 3 P) addition is a major channel in the gas-phase reaction with alkenes. 40, 49, 50, [54] [55] [56] 65 It might be interesting to try to draw a comparison with these related gas-phase reactions to characterise how the competition between reaction channels might change at the liquid interface. However, the branching between OH formation and addition in the gas phase depends sensitively on the nature of the alkene molecule and the experimental conditions. Furthermore, all of the gas-phase studies have naturally involved much smaller alkenes than squalene. The most directly comparable study is by Bersohn and co-workers, 55 who reported relative OH LIF intensities obtained for a range of gas-phase hydrocarbons under similar collision-energies to our experiments. For substituted alkenes capable of reacting via both channels, the addition reaction is always the dominant pathway. However, the faster overall rate constants for reaction with alkenes means that the OH yields from alkenes are still a substantial fraction of those observed from the equivalent alkanes. These ratios are interestingly of the same order as our value of B1/3 from squalene and squalane. This could imply that a substantial fraction of the OH detected from squalene is produced in single-collision events, similar to the gas-phase. We return to this aspect below in the context of dynamical attributes of the products that are more directly diagnostic of the reaction mechanism.
The average energies appearing in the internal modes of the OH at the peaks of the appearance profiles have been reported in Table 2 . To appreciate the significance of the differences between squalane and squalene, it is necessary to estimate the respective energies available to the products. This is complicated by the fact that abstraction from different C-H sites will have different thresholds and excitation functions, which in principle would have to be convoluted with the broad distribution of O( 3 P) kinetic energies from the photolysis of NO 2 . 60 Nevertheless, in practice the differences in total energy available are dominated by the large (50-60 kJ mol À1 ) differences in bond energy between the allylic sites in squalene and any of the sites in squalane (see Table 3 and Fig. 2) . The difference in bond energies between primary and secondary allylic sites in squalene is, in comparison, only 13 kJ mol
À1
, and between secondary and tertiary sites in squalane is 7 kJ mol À1 . (As above, we discount any significant contribution from the much less reactive primary sites in squalane). Therefore, for the purposes of this comparison it is sufficient to treat the average kinetic energy of the O( 3 P) atoms that react as being the same in all cases. We set this to 21 kJ mol À1 , which corresponds to the kinetically determined activation energy for reaction at a secondary or tertiary site in squalane. 37 The total energy available, E av , is then simply equal to ÀD r H + 21 kJ mol
. The corresponding fractions of the available energy appearing in rotation for each of the observed vibrational levels for squalane and squalene are listed in Table 3 . This shows that for the OH at the peak of the appearance profile, the average energy that appears in rotation is a constant fraction, 6-7%, of the total energy available. This reinforces the conclusion that mechanistically the H-abstraction reactions with squalane and squalene are very similar. The significant differences in rotational energy release (see Fig. 7-9 and Tables 1 and 2 ) between liquids across both vibrational levels simply reflect the variations in the total energy available. Results from both liquids are consistent with a collinear O-H-C minimum-energy path that does not efficiently promote rotational excitation, as has been extensively inferred in previous studies on the gas-phase H-abstraction reaction. 37, 66, 67 As noted above, there is a considerable difference in the vibrational branching ratio for the two liquids. It is not meaningful, though, to extend this to a calculation of the quantitative changes in the fraction of energy released to vibration on the basis of the simple assumption of a fixed contribution from O( , and must result from the highenergy tail of the O( 3 P) distribution, and we have therefore omitted it from Table 3 . Nevertheless, the increase in vibrational excitation from the more exothermic reaction with squalene is qualitatively entirely as expected in a direct process according to elementary Polanyi rules.
As is obvious from the comparison with the simulated profiles for thermal desorption at 300 K in Fig. 5 , much of the OH is translationally hot. There is of course, as in the case of rotation, no a priori reason why the products of a direct process should conform to a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at a single temperature. However, as we show in the ESI, † it turns out that our appearance profiles are quite well described in this way. The best-fit single translational temperatures are around 1000 K and 900 K for OH n 0 = 0 and 1, respectively from squalane, and correspondingly 1300 K and 1200 K for squalene. Interestingly, these temperatures vary proportionately less between liquids, and between vibrational levels, than the average rotational energies (see Table 2 ). They can be converted trivially to average energies in translation (through hEi = 3/2 kT), and are included in Table 3 . The fraction of energy appearing in translation of OH n 0 = 0 for squalene is only around half that of squalane. A significant fraction of the additional energy available in the more exothermic reaction with squalene is therefore inferred to be deposited in the liquid surface. This could in principle reflect different physical properties, with the additional energy taken up in cooperative motion of the squalene surface. However, a more likely explanation is differences in the internal excitation of the radical co-product. This has been proposed in previous related gas-phase studies, 46, 47 and is consistent with the ''vertical'' abstraction mechanism proposed by Liu et al. 68 The allylic radical fragment is resonance stabilised and undergoes a considerable geometry change on its formation from an unsaturated hydrocarbon such as squalene. In a sudden picture, this will result in vibrational excitation. In saturated hydrocarbons such as squalane the geometry of the radical fragment is more similar to that of the parent alkane, and is therefore expected to be produced with lower internal energy, 46 ,47 consistent with our observations here.
It is clear from much of the discussion so far that the majority of our observations are consistent with a direct 'IS' reaction mechanism. What evidence is there of any TD-like collisional accommodation of OH at the liquid surface? The measured appearance profiles in Fig. 5 obviously extend to delays that overlap the simulated 300 K profile, so it would be possible in principle to fit the observed profile to a sum of the 300 K TD simulation and an IS component. However, in the absence of any independent measurement of the translational energy distribution of the IS component there is no clear justification for such a division into two discrete mechanisms.
However, the observed features of the profiles for different rotational levels do contain important mechanistic clues. For OH n 0 = 0 from squalane, there is a clear systematic progression towards an earlier peak for the higher rotational levels. This positive correlation between OH rotation and translation is also observed for squalene. It is consistent with at least partial collisional accommodation of some fraction of initially hotter-than-thermal nascent products, resulting in slower, rotationally relaxed molecules. It is the opposite effect to that of a total energy constraint, which is clearly present in the overall less rotationally excited and somewhat slower OH n 0 = 1 produced from both liquids, again more noticeably from squalane. We note also (see below) that the nascent OH n 0 = 1 from squalane is rotationally colder than thermal, consistent with observations in the gas phase. 66 A combination of rotational warming and translational cooling in secondary collisions would also be consistent with the observations. Such subtle distinctions are interesting but clearly beyond what could be distinguished on the basis of the current limited translational energy resolution. For squalene, the n 0 = 1 profiles are also too similar to attempt to infer any significant trends. The complementary LIF excitation measurements of rotational distributions at different points in the profiles in Fig. 7 confirm these correlations between OH rotation and translation. Moreover, there is bimodality in the distributions, as shown in Fig. 9 . This is most pronounced in the more extended distribution in n 0 = 0 from squalene, but is also present for n 0 = 1 from squalene and n 0 = 0 from squalane. As noted above, the n 0 = 1 distribution from squalane fits to a single rotational temperature that is slightly sub-thermal, but gets slightly warmer at later points in the appearance profile. Otherwise, the lower of the temperatures, T 1 , in unconstrained two-temperature fits is quite close to thermal (see Table 1 ). Such clear bimodality has not been identified in the rotational distributions in the corresponding gas-phase O( 3 P) reactions. 37 We reiterate that we don't think it is the result of the relatively modest differences between the two types of reactive site that contribute significantly for each liquid (differences of 7 and 13 kJ mol À1 out of total energies of order 45 and 100 kJ mol À1 , respectively, for squalane and squalene -see Table 3 ). However, it is a feature of the related, more strongly exothermic gas-liquid interfacial reactions of F and O( 1 D) with squalane. 17, 20 It has naturally been suggested that the rotationally colder components be associated with a TD mechanism. We agree that TD-like secondary accommodation is the most likely explanation. However, we caution against a literal interpretation of the weighting parameter, a, as a quantitative measure of the branching fraction between binary IS and TD mechanisms, at least in our experiments. The expected qualitative trend towards larger values of a at longer delays is indeed observed, but as we have noted above, the parameters are quite strongly correlated, particularly a and T 2 . The coupling is worse when the values of T 1 and T 2 are more similar, which is the case for the less exothermic reaction with squalane. Furthermore, inspection of Fig. 5 suggests that a limiting 300 K TD component should contribute little to rotational distributions measured at earlier delays, yet the fits yield significant values of a even at the rising edges of the profiles. This may again be related to the limited translational-energy resolution in our experiments, but more fundamentally may reflect a spectrum of collision types between the limiting IS and TD pictures, as has been suggested in some theoretical studies.
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Conclusions
We have shown that the presence of unsaturation in a liquid hydrocarbon has an important impact on the dynamics of the interfacial H-abstraction reaction with O( 3 P). The competition between the enhancement of H abstraction (due to the allylic character of the bonds) and the loss of O( 3 P) (due to addition at unsaturated sites) with squalene is reflected in the relative OH yield with respect to squalane. The measured ratio, 0.29 AE 0.03, shows that the additional loss channel dominates this balance. It also confirms that a significant fraction of the squalene surface must consist of exposed double bonds. Reaction at the allylic sites in squalene produces OH that is both rotationally and vibrationally hotter than from squalane. However, less of the extra energy available is partitioned to OH translation, with the balance taken up in the surface. This is consistent with the larger geometric rearrangement on formation of the allylic radical co-product, compared to that on formation of the alkyl radical. Most of the evidence points to a predominantly direct, impulsive scattering mechanism of OH formation. However, bimodal rotational distributions and positively correlated translational and rotational energies are consistent with some secondary accommodation of OH at the liquid surface.
